A Resolution
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University of Nebraska at Kearney
Faculty Senate
November 4, 2010

Whereas

• The University of Nebraska at Kearney has been part of the state university and state college implementation of the PeopleSoft system
• The process involved many hours of travel and problem-solving above and beyond the normal expectations of personnel responsibilities and duties
• The initial phases of implementation met proposed deadlines many believed to be unrealistic
• The UNK team members remained transparent and helpful to faculty during the difficult transition period
• The UNK team remains dedicated to continued implementation and problem-solving during the up-coming semesters

Be it resolved

• The UNK Faculty Senate acknowledges the difficult and time-consuming work of all the personnel who contributed to this effort. In particular, it extends its gratitude and appreciation for a job well done to the SIS Project Team:
  • LeeAnn Amm
  • Linda Johnson
  • Renee Besse
  • Lisa Neal
  • Jolene Berg
  • Andrea Childress
  • Amy Hammond
  • Launa Donohue
  • Kim Schipporeit
  • Mitch O’Neill
  • Kay Liibbe
  • Megan Fryda
  • Deb Schroeder
  • Shirley Vetter
  • Susan Garrett
  • Cyndi Schroeder
  • Brandon Hammond
  • Dylan Evans
  • Paul Swenson